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Analysis of Structured Products
in the Context of Historical Performance
Executive Summary:
In this paper, we analyze the historical performance of selected Structures Products (SP) in the
historical context. SPs are known under different names such as index‐linked CDs, principal
protection funds, equity‐linked notes, equity‐linked certificates, market‐index securities, each
with a different twist. We only considered the plain‐vanilla, classic SP which is linked to an
equity index and ignored any other types with exotic or “innovative” links, swaps etc.
The common thread of the SP products is: the protection of the principal and an interest credit
that is correlated to an equity performance. We compare their historical performance with
two other asset classes: 1. Equity portfolio, 2. CD‐type deposits.
Throughout this paper, we will avoid using any deterministic and Gaussian forecast
methodology, such as assumed future growth rates, future inflation rates, or any type of
Monte Carlo simulators. Instead we will use the aftcasting methodology that uses the actual
market history. Aftcasting reflects the actual sequence of events, the actual sequence of
returns (stocks, interest rates and inflation), actual correlation between stocks, interest rates
and inflation; and finally, the actual volatility as they occurred since 1900. Aftcasting
methodology and calculation tools for writing this article was developed by the author of this
paper.
We did not include any tax consequences in our analysis. We only looked at actual portfolio
performances, excluding any tax advantages of some specific products, strategies or account
types.
All investment products have many different risk factors. We did not consider any risk factor
other than historical market trends that affect the performance.
For each scenario we ran, we assumed that the SP was renewed at the end of its term for the
same term, participation rate and minimum interest rate. In real life, these will change with
economic and market forces over the investment time horizon. In all scenarios, we assumed
that the minimum interest rate for the term is 0%, to account for the current low interest rate
environment. At higher interest rates, the minimum interest rate might be larger than zero,
which would make SPs more favorable than stated in this paper.
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Summary of Findings:
The aftcast of all years since 1900 leads us to conclude the following:
Downside Protection: If the accumulation time horizon is shorter than 15 years, then
downside protection should be the main concern. SPs can diminish that concern, because they
have the built‐in, phantom asset allocation that allows the SP manufacturer to provide that for
the investor.
Asset Growth: Long term research by others shows that the average equity investor lags the
equity index returns by as much as 6.5% on an annual basis. Many attribute this to behavioral
risk. Our research indicates that over the long term, for the average investor, SPs will provide a
larger median asset value compared with holding equity investments. Even a small
underperformance of the equity portfolio, as little as 2.3%, is sufficient for this conclusion.
Generally, everything else being equal, the shorter the term of the SP, the larger is this added
value.
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Introdu
uction:
One of the challen
nges of holding an acccumulation portfolio iss to minimiize its downside
volatilityy. Asset allocation is an important tool
t
to contrrol the volattility of returns. Howeveer, as
one gets closer to retirement,
r
its well‐pub
blicized impoortance dim
minishes significantly and
d it is
i
replaced
d by the imp
portance of sequence
s
off returns . Figgure 1 depiccts the relative importan
nce of
these tw
wo factors on the portfo
olio longevityy of a retirem
ment portfo
olio for withd
drawal ratess over
3.5%.

Figure 1: The qualitattive effect of volatility of re
eturns and seequence of retturns on porttfolio longevityy over
retirement liife cycle.

0 shows thatt in 94% of the time th
he annual in
ndex fluctuaations
The market history since 1900
remain within a +10
0% range. We
W call these “normal” fl uctuations. In about 3%
% of the timee, the
annual growth
g
of th
he equity index is largerr than 10%. In the Gausssian termin
nology, this iis the
right “faat‐tail”. Convversely, in ab
bout 3% of the
t time, thee index decliines by moree than 10% o
on an
annual basis,
b
in Gau
ussian languaage, the left “fat‐tail”. This is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Depiction of Extremes and
d Normals from the Gaussiaan vantage po
oint

Extreme Losses (Left Fat Tail):
 Mo
onthly losses largger than
10%
% occur in aboutt 3% of
the
e time
 It “feels
“
like” an an
nnualized
loss of 86%
 If you
y miss it, $1,00
00
invvested in 1900 grrows to
abo
out $88 million at
a the
end
d of 2009.

“Normal” Ma
arkets:
 Monthly fluctuations betw
ween
‐
occur in abbout
+10% and ‐10%
94% of the
e time
 If you misss both extremes,,
$1,000 inve
ested in 1900 grrows
to about $5
537,000 at the eend
of 2009.

EExtreme Gains (R
Right Fat Tail):
 Monthly gainss larger than
10% occur in aabout 3% of the
time
 It “feels like” aan annualized
gain of 381%
 If you miss it, $
$1,000
invested in 1900 remains
$1,000 at the eend of 2009.

All Normal and
a Extreme Maarkets:
“Buy‐and‐Hold”: $1,00
00 invested in 19
900 grows to aboout $158,000 at the end of 2009
9.

a accumulaation portfolio eventuallly recovers from
History shows that given sufficcient time, an
losses. However,
H
the definition of “sufficien
nt time” covvers a very w
wide spectru
um dependin
ng on
in which
h regime the
e loss has occcurred.
If the loss occurs in “normal” markets,
m
then
n “sufficient time” for reecovery can be from a co
ouple
of days to a couple of years.
On the other hand, the recove
ery time inccreases expoonentially iff the loss occcurs in extreme
ple start invvesting afterr markets staart moving ttowards thee right fat taail. By
marketss. Most peop
definitio
on, these events are rarre and short‐lived (3% oof the time). When they end, the market
index do
oes not just slide back to
o the normaal region, butt it usually ffollows Newtton’s third laaw of
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physics: “To every action there is always an equal and opposite reaction”. It moves all the way
to the left fat‐tail, causing great losses. It might even bounce a few times back‐and‐forth
between the two fat‐tails like a table‐tennis ball, creating great volatility in its path. In that, the
latest entrants to the right tail are punished the most with the largest losses. But eventually,
the volatility of returns subsides and is replaced with the new, adverse sequence of returns.
History shows an investor does not recover from losses resulting from a bad sequence of
returns as quickly as the losses from “normal” market volatility. In addition, the “math of loss”
shows that it is significantly harder to recover in a distribution portfolio than in an
accumulation portfolioii. A vast majority of accumulation portfolios switch to distribution
phase at some point. There, the recovery period can be infinity.
Let’s observe the history of loss recovery in a distribution portfolio. Figure 3 shows the
“probability of never recovering from a loss” for various initial withdrawal rates. It indicates
that in the presence of any amount of periodic withdrawals, there is always a chance of never
recovering from a loss.
The green line on the chart indicates that, if you have no withdrawals (IWR=0%), there was
about a 32% chance of a lower portfolio value in year 2. However, the portfolio inevitably
recovered from the most catastrophic historical loss (keep in mind; the asset mix of these
portfolios in this chart is 40/60). In year 8, the probability of a lower portfolio value comes
down to 0%. In other words, when there were no withdrawals, after eight years, you always
had a higher portfolio value than the starting amount in this balanced portfolio, even after the
worst volatility/sequence of returns event during the last century.
What happens if this is a distribution portfolio? We observe that at an initial withdrawal rate
of 3%, there is at least a 10% probability that a balanced portfolio never recovers from a loss,
no matter how long the time horizon is. When there is even the smallest amount of periodic
withdrawal, a full recovery might never happen during the investor’s lifetime.
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Figure 3: Probability of
o a lower porttfolio value ovver time, asseet mix 40% DJJIA, 60% fixed income

Therefore, as one approaches
a
retirement, it is of parramount imp
portance no
ot to lose evven a
small po
ortion of re
etirement asssets, however minor aand temporrary that losss might ap
ppear.
Structurred productss can help th
he investor to achieve thhis objectivee.

Aftcastt of an Investment Portfolio:
P
For with
hdrawal rates over 3.5%
%, the sequ
uence of retturns is thee largest detterminant o
of the
success in a retirem
ment portfolio. Yet its efffect is miss ed by all maan‐made sim
mulators thaat are
o Gaussian models. Th
hat is becau
use of theirr inherent fflaw: They ccan simulatee the
based on
volatilityy of returnss rather well. Howeverr, they cannnot model the patternss of sequence of
returns in any realisstic way. The
ese patternss happen as a result of sspecific correelations betw
ween
nflation in tyypical
various economic factors such as equities,, bond yieldds, interest rrates and in
market cycles.
t sequencce of returnss exactly – aas well as the volatilityy of returns‐‐ as it
Aftcasting reflects the
ed in historry. Aftcastin
ng, as oppossed to foreccasting, is a method developed byy the
happene
author for analyzzing investm
ment outco
omes. It i ncludes the actual h
historical eequity
perform
mance, inflation and inte
erest rates, as well as t he actual hiistorical sequencing of tthese
data setts.
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Aftcasting displays the
t outcome
e of all histo
orical asset vvalues of all portfolios since 1900 on the
same ch
hart, as if a person
p
startss his plan in each of the years betweeen 1900 and 2000. It giives a
bird’s‐eyye view of all
a outcomess for his spe
ecific time hhorizon. It also provides the successs and
failure statistics
s
with exact histo
orical accuraacy, as oppo sed to man‐‐made simulation models.
Let’s wo
ork thorough an examp
ple: Bob, 55,, has just reeceived $1000,000 inheriitance. He w
wants
this money to grow
w aggressively over the next ten ye ars, invested 100% in eequitiesiii, in time
for his retirement.
He wants to
r
o know how much moneey he will haave at that ttime. The afftcast
of this scenario is de
epicted in Figure 4.

o an investment portfolio, sttarting capital oof $100,000
Figure 4: The aftcast of

1900,
In addittion to gray aftcast liness, each one representinng one specific starting year since 1
we see “lucky”,
“
“me
edian” and “unlucky”
“
lines on the chhart. Let’s deefine what th
hese mean:


The
T bottom decile (the bottom 10%
%) of all aftc ast lines is tthe “unluckyy” outcome. That
means
m
10% of
o observations are belo
ow this red l ine and 90%
% are above iit.



The
T top deciile (the top 10%)
1
of all afftcast lines i s the “lucky” outcome ((the green lin
ne).



The
T blue line
e indicates the
t median outcome
o
whhere half of the scenario
os are better and
half
h are worse.
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We observe that by age 65, Bob’s initial investment of $100,000:






would grow to $328,254, if he were lucky,
would shrink to $88,434, if he were unlucky,
would shrink to $51,587 in the worst case,
would grow to $158,003 for the median,
would be $19,977 at the worst, year‐end drawdown.

Structured Products:
SPs come under many different names, such as index‐linked CDs, principal protection funds,
equity‐linked notes, equity‐linked certificates, market index securities. For the purposes of this
study, a structured product (SP) has the following attributes:



Guarantee of Principal: At the end of a fixed holding term, the refund of principal is
guaranteed
Interest: The interest income on the SP is linked to a market index performance. The
degree to which this credit is applied is called the Participation Rateiv.

There are several dimensions of how SPs work and how the interest is credited:
Interest Credit: Two of the most popular methods of earning additional interest are:


A participation rate of the underlying index (typically between 40% and 100% of the
index growth)



A yield spread of underlying index (for example: index growth less 3%)

We use the participation rate method (40%, 50%, 60%, 70% and 80%), calculated at the end of
the term.
Interest Crediting Method: There are numerous methods of calculating the interest. We
include term‐end‐point method in our analysis, where the index movements are measured for
the entire term of the SP and accrued only at the end of the term.
Caps: A cap is a ceiling on the interest that can be credited. It can be of the type that limits the
index cap (the ceiling for the index movement) or interest cap (the ceiling for the interest
credit). Generally, but not always, the cap exists when the participation rate is 100%. In our
analysis, we use no interest cap.
Minimum Interest: In our calculations, we used 0% minimum annual interest. This is a
conservative figure relative to history because of historically low interest rates. In higher
interest rate environments, the minimum interest rate offered will likely be higher.
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Underlyying Index: We
W use DJIA as the unde
erlying indexx.
Term: We
W use 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 year terms, renewedd at the end
d of each terrm with the same
parameters for the term.
Time Ho
orizon: We use
u an invesstment time horizon of 110, 20, 30 and 40 years, or a multip
ple of
the term
m closest to these
t
time horizons.
h
Going back
b
to ourr earlier exaample, Bob decides too buy an SPP with a 2‐‐year term, 50%
participaation rate, no
n cap, and 0%
0 minimum
m guaranteeed interest. H
He renews it four timess until
age 65. Figure 5 dep
picts the aftccast.

Figure 5: The
T aftcast of Bob’s FIA, starrting capital of $100,000

Notice how
h the asse
et value jum
mps every seccond year ass the term eends and thee interest –iff any‐
is creditted. Notice that the asse
et value neve
er goes dow n to below tthe principal amount.
We obse
erve that byy age 65, Bob
b’s initial invvestment of $$100,000:




would
w
grow to $201,537
7, if he were lucky,
would
w
grow to $122,643
3, if he were unlucky,
would
w
grow to $102,720
0 in the worsst case,
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would grow to $160,366 for the median,
would be $100,000 at the worst, year‐end drawdown.

Table 1 summarizes this outcome.

Table 1:

The portfolio growth over ten years for various asset mix scenarios, starting capital
of $100,000

Worst
Portfolio
SP

$51,587

Unlucky

Median

Lucky

$88,434 $158,003 $328,254

$102,720 $122,643 $160,366 $201,537

We observe that investing in the SP not only protected the principal, but it produced superior
results for the median, unlucky and worst case scenarios for a ten‐year time horizon.
The numerical difference between the two investment instruments can be displayed with a
better clarity and resolution using a carpet chart (see Figure 6). We take the difference
between the equity portfolio growth and SP growth for each starting year for all terms. We do
that for a time horizon of up to 40 years.
The horizontal scale is starting years between 1900 and 2000. The vertical scale is the
investment time horizon. Each “knot” of the carpet shows the difference in growth, which we
call the “implied alpha”; generated by the SP for that term. Different colors indicate various
brackets of this implied alpha, as indicated on the legend. The average implied alpha is also
included on each chart. Colors in green shades mean that the SP was superior to portfolio, and
red shades means the opposite.
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Figure 6: The carpet ch
hart of implied alpha for hold
ding an SP (2‐yyear term, 50%
% participation
n, no cap) com
mpared
with holding an
a equity portffolio with the index return

The Invvestor’s Re
eturn:
The marrket carpet in
i Figure 6 assumes
a
thatt the investoor can receivve the full in
ndex return in his
equity portfolio.
p
Ho
owever, this ideal return is rarely aachieved by the averagee investor in
n real
life. The
e investor’ss behavior has a great impact oon the outccome. Theree are numeerous
behavio
oral risks succh as, failin
ng to distingguish betweeen the “no
ormal” and “fat‐tail” evvents,
trading too often, to
oo late, too early, in the
e wrong direection, and ttrading with
h emotions. All of
ns of the ave rage investo
or significanttly.
these (aand other) faactors reduce the return
There are
a studies by others that comparre the averaage market returns witth the invesstor’s
actual returns. DALBAR’s 2010 update of itts Quantitattive Analysiss of Investorr Behavior (Q
QAIB)
studyv fo
ound that while
w
the S&P
P 500 has re
eturned 8.355% over a 200 year period
d ending in 2
2008,
the ave
erage equityy investor earned
e
just 1.87%. Thiss means, th
he average investor haad an
vi
implied alpha of neegative 6.48
8%. Another source, Johhn Bogle esstimates thaat over a 25
5‐year
period ending
e
in 20
005, the averrage mutuall fund investtor earned 77.3% compared to the 1
12.3%
for the benchmark,
b
an implied alpha
a
of neg
gative 5%.
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Equity Portfolio
P
retturns: to acccount for th
he behavioraal risk, in ou
ur analysis, we includee two
sets of scenarios:
s


The
T index return:
r
histo
orical indexx return for the equityy portfolio ssuch as we used
in
i developin
ng Figure 6.



The
T investo
or return: We
W use a sm
maller degreee of self‐im
mposed we alth destruction
in
i our scenaarios. For th
he equity po
ortfolio retuurn, we usee the historiical index reeturn
less 4% as our
o investorr return.

SP returrns: Because
e the princip
pal is guaran
nteed, it is leess likely forr the investo
or to make tthese
behavio
oral mistakess when holding the SPs. Therefore i n all scenariios, we use the index reeturn,
adjusted
d for the parrticipation raate, for our SP
S returns.
Followin
ng this logic, we recalcu
ulate Figure 6. The resuults are depiicted in Figu
ure 7. Notice the
abundan
nce of “gree
ener” areas on
o the carpe
et. Other thaan during parts of roarin
ng, secular‐bullish
trends, SP
S added siggnificant valu
ue. The averrage impliedd alpha was 33.8%.

hart of implied alpha for hold
ding an SP (2‐yyear term, 50%
% participation
n, no cap), com
mpared
Figure 7: The carpet ch
with holding an
a equity portffolio with the investor returnn
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Using the same methodology, we calculate the average implied alpha for various terms and
participation rates. Table 2 summarizes the results of holding SP versus equity portfolio with
index return. For example, for an SP with a 2‐year term and a 60% participation rate, the
average implied alpha is 0.57% over and above holding the equity portfolio with index return.
We also calculated the effect of dividends for the 2‐year term for comparative purposes. The
second‐last row shows the effect of including historical dividends in the portfolio‘s growth (i.e.
the total return). The last row of numbers shows the effect of including a flat 2% dividend
(prevailing average dividend yield at the time of writing), in the return of the portfolio’s
growth. In all calculations, the SP return is based on the index return only, no dividends at all.
We observe that the shorter is the term of the SP, the larger is the average implied alpha. Also,
just as expected, larger participation rate increases the average implied alpha.

Table 2: Average implied alpha, holding SP compared with holding equity portfolio growing at index return:
Participation Rate of SP:
Term of SP

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Average Implied Alpha:
1 year

‐0.30%

0.90%

2.09%

3.26%

4.42%

2 years

‐1.26%

‐0.34%

0.57%

1.45%

2.31%

3 years

‐1.84%

‐1.07%

‐0.33%

0.39%

1.08%

4 years

‐2.02%

‐1.31%

‐0.64%

0.01%

0.63%

5 years

‐2.05%

‐1.38%

‐0.73%

‐0.12%

0.47%

6 years

‐2.19%

‐1.56%

‐0.96%

‐0.38%

0.16%

7 years

‐2.26%

‐1.66%

‐1.09%

‐0.56%

‐0.05%

(portfolio return includes historical dividends)
2 years

‐5.91%

‐4.99%

‐4.08%

‐3.20%

‐2.34%

(portfolio return includes a flat 2% dividend yield)
2 years

‐3.31%

‐2.38%

‐1.48%

‐0.59%

0.27%

Table 3 shows the same for the SP against the equity portfolio with investor return.
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Table 3: Average implied alpha, holding SP compared with holding equity portfolio growing at investor return:
Participation Rate of SP:
Term of SP

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Average Implied Alpha:
1 year

3.79%

5.00%

6.18%

7.35%

8.51%

2 years

2.83%

3.76%

4.66%

5.54%

6.41%

3 years

2.25%

3.02%

3.76%

4.48%

5.18%

4 years

2.08%

2.78%

3.46%

4.10%

4.73%

5 years

2.05%

2.72%

3.36%

3.98%

4.57%

6 years

1.90%

2.54%

3.14%

3.71%

4.26%

7 years

1.84%

2.44%

3.01%

3.54%

4.05%

(portfolio return includes historical dividends)
2 years

‐1.83%

‐0.90%

0.00%

0.88%

1.75%

(portfolio return includes a flat 2% dividend yield)
2 years

0.78%

1.71%

2.61%

3.49%

4.36%

Optimum Asset Mix:
We can optimize a mix of SP and equity portfolio for two distinct objectives. The first one is
maximizing the combined asset value for a given time horizon. The second is minimizing the
risk of loss to an acceptable level.
Maximizing the Combined Asset Value:
We calculate the combined value of the unlucky and the median assets of the equity portfolio
and the SP for various asset mixes. We repeat this calculation for 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40‐year
time horizons. Then we plot these on a chart, as depicted in Figure 8. The horizontal axis shows
the percentage of the SP in the combined assets. The vertical scale indicates the combined
asset value at the end of that particular time horizon.
In each of these calculations, we use the index return for the portfolio growth. As for the SP,
we used 5‐year term, 60% participation rate, no cap.
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Figure 8: Combined asse
et value, time horizon 40 yeaars using indexx return

To decid
de on the op
ptimum mix,, we ask two
o questions. The first on
ne is: “As wee add more SP to
assets, does
d
that de
ecrease the median asse
et value?” Iff the answer is “yes” th
hen we stop right
there. This
T is our op
ptimum.
If the an
nswer is “no
o”, then we ask our seccond questioon: “As we aadd more SP
P to assets, does
that inccrease the unlucky
u
asse
et value?” Iff the answeer is “yes” tthen we choose the laargest
percentage of SP that increasess the value of
o the unluckky asset value.
We lookk at the chart in Figure 8 which sho
ows a 40‐ye ar time horiizon. The an
nswer to thee first
question
n is “yes”; i.e. adding SP
P decreases the mediann asset valuee. Therefore, our optimu
um is
0% SP and 100% equity portfolio.
Let’s loo
ok at the ch
hart in Figurre 9 which shows
s
a 10‐year time h
horizon. Here, we comee to a
differen
nt conclusion
n. Adding SP
P does not decrease thhe median aasset value ssignificantly; it is
almost a flat line. However,
H
adding SP imp
proves the uunlucky outccome. In thiss case, for a ten‐
year tim
me horizon, the
t optimum
m mix is 100%
% SP and 0%
% equity porttfolio.
Followin
ng this meth
hodology, ou
ur analysis in
ndicates thaat SP gives b
better resultts when the time
horizon is 15 years or shorter. When the time
t
horizonn is 20 yearss and longerr then the eequity
portfolio
o is the better choice.
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Figure 9: Combined asse
et value, time horizon 10 yeaars using indexx return

Howeve
er, these find
dings changge significanttly when wee use the investor returrn instead o
of the
index re
eturn. Figure
e 10 depictss the combin
ned asset vaalue for a time horizon of 40‐yearss. It is
based on
o using the
e investor re
eturn on the equity poortfolio, i.e. applying ind
dex less 4%
%. We
observe
e that the optimum allo
ocation to SP
S is 100% ffor the averrage investo
or. This gives the
largest median
m
asse
et value, even after 40 ye
ears of holdiing time.

Figure 10: Combined asset, time horizzon 40 years, using investor rreturn
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We expand our analysis further and calculate the breakeven levels for the investor return.
Table 4 displays for each SP participation rate, the investor return below which it is better to
hold the SP instead of the equity portfolio over long time horizons.

Table 4: Breakeven levels for holding SP versus holding equity portfolio for maximum median asset value
Participation Rate
of SP

Breakeven Level:

40%

If the investor return lags index return by more than 2.3%, hold SP

50%

If the investor return lags index return by more than 1.6%, hold SP

60%

If the investor return lags index return by more than 1.0%, hold SP

70%

If the investor return lags index return by more than 0.4%, hold SP

77% and larger

Even if the investor return is same as the index return, hold SP

Minimizing the Risk of Loss:
Here, the investor has a specific tolerance for loss; he might say “I don’t want to lose more
than 10% at the end of my 10‐year time horizon”
Table 5 summarizes the maximum historical loss for various asset mixes between the equity
portfolio and SP combinations for different time horizons. Here we assume that the return of
the equity portfolio is the index return.
Keep in mind; these figures are based on historic extreme losses and future extremes will be
different.
Table 5: Maximum loss for various asset mix and time horizons
Asset Allocation
(Equity Portfolio / SP)

Time Horizon, years
1 year

2 years

3 years

5 years

10 years

20 years

Maximum Loss at the end of the Time Horizon
100/0

52.7%

68.6%

75.9%

70.4%

48.9%

40.9%

70/30

36.9%

53.4%

61.2%

56.5%

40.7%

30.0%

50/50

26.3%

41.2%

49.6%

46.9%

33.5%

19.7%

30/70

16.3%

26.8%

34.5%

33.6%

23.3%

5.2%

20/80

11.9%

18.7%

25.0%

24.8%

16.5%

0%

10/90

6.5%

9.8%

13.7%

13.9%

8.0%

0%

0/100

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
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For example, if you want to keep your losses to less than 10% over a 10‐year time horizon,
then you can have 10% equity portfolio and 90% SP.

Structured Products versus Cash:
There are two different motivations for investing in a SP:
1. Those who want to invest in equities but don’t like the downside volatility,
2. Those who invest in CD‐type savings but don’t like the low interest rates.
While both of these objectives converge into the same outcome, it is worthwhile to compare
the historical performance of SP with the performance of CD‐type savings to cover the second
motivation type.
Table 6 summarizes the implied alpha for holding an SP versus a CD over the last century.
Figure 11 depicts the carpet chart for the same.

Table 6: Average implied alpha, holding SP compared with holding CD:
Participation Rate of SP:
Term of SP

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Average Implied Alpha:
1 year

0.33%

1.53%

2.71%

3.89%

5.05%

2 years

‐0.68%

0.24%

1.15%

2.03%

2.89%

3 years

‐1.29%

‐0.53%

0.21%

0.93%

1.63%

4 years

‐1.47%

‐0.77%

‐0.10%

0.55%

1.17%

5 years

‐1.52%

‐0.84%

‐0.20%

0.42%

1.00%

6 years

‐1.66%

‐1.03%

‐0.43%

0.14%

0.69%

7 years

‐1.74%

‐1.14%

‐0.57%

‐0.04%

0.47%
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Figure 11: The carpet chart of implied
d alpha for holding an SP (2‐yyear term, 50%
% participation
n, no cap), com
mpared
with holdingg a CD

usion:
Conclu
The aftccast of all years since 190
00 leads us to
t conclude the followin
ng:
Downsid
de Protection: If the accumulatio
on time hoorizon is sh
horter than 15 years, then
downsid
de protection should be the main co
oncern. SPs ccan diminish
h that conceern, becausee they
have the
e built‐in, ph
hantom asse
et allocation that allows the SP man
nufacturer to
o provide thaat for
the inve
estor.
Asset Growth: Longg term reseaarch by othe
ers shows thhat the averrage equity investor laggs the
equity in
ndex returns by as much as 6.5% on
n an annual basis. Manyy attribute tthis to behavvioral
risk. Our research in
ndicates thatt over the lo
ong term, forr the averagge investor, SSPs will provvide a
larger median
m
assset value compared
c
with
w
holdinng equity investments. Even a small
underpe
erformance of the equity portfolio, as
a little as 2.3%, is sufficcient for thiss conclusion..
Generally, everythin
ng else being equal, an SP with a shhorter term adds more value than aan SP
with a lo
onger term.
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About Aftcast.com
Aftcast.com provides research in the area of retirement income products to its clients. The
research is based on non‐Gaussian philosophy using actual market history. It helps its clients to
better understand the behavior and impact of retirement income products under various, non‐
simulated, historical market environments. It provides the intelligence to its clients to make
more informed decisions to manage and market their existing and planned retirement income
products.
This report was researched and authored by Jim Otar, CFP, CMT, BASc, MEng, who is the
founder of aftcast.com.
For your comments and feedback, or to learn more about aftcasting, please visit
www.aftcast.com or send an email to jim@retirementoptimizer.com

Footnotes:
i

Otar, Jim C., December 2011, whitepaper, “Determinants of Growth in Distribution Portfolios – A Non‐Gaussian
Analysis”

ii

Otar, Jim C., 2009, “Unveiling the Retirement Myth”, pages 90 ‐105, Chapter 8, “Mathematics of Loss”

iii

Equity proxy: Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) since 1900. DJIA is developed, maintained and licensed by
Dow Jones Indexes, part of Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

iv

There are two popular ways of calculating the interest amount credited. The first one is the participation rate
which is a fixed percentage of the index performance, such as 50%. The second method is the yield difference,
which is index performance less an “asset fee”. In this study we only analyzed the first method.

v

Dalbar's 2010 Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior (QAIB), Dalbar.com

vi

Bogle John, “The Little Book of Commonsense Investing” ISBN: 978‐0470102107
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Appendix:
Sample Carpet Charts for Structured Products
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